We show that quantum reservoir neural networks offer an alternative paradigm for universal quantum computing. In this framework, a dynamical random quantum network, called the quantum reservoir, is used as a quantum processor for performing operations on computational qubits. We show various quantum operations including a universal set of quantum gates, which can be obtained with a single quantum reservoir network with different tunnelling amplitudes between the reservoir and the qubits. The same platform can also implement non-unitary quantum gates, which are useful to simulate open quantum systems with tuneable parameters. We present a comprehensive analysis of the system using the fermionic path integral formalism.
In the era of big data and machine learning, neuromorphic computing is rapidly emerging as an alternative platform for computation and data processing. While conventional computers rely on predetermined algorithms for performing tasks, neuromorphic computers use artificial neural networks, which are flexible and can learn from example in analogy to a biological brain. Their resilience allows them to be versatile in applications and adaptive to practical situations. For instance, neural networks are used across disciplines for a multitude of tasks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , and are capable of extracting features from noisy [8, 9] or incomplete data [10, 11] , and perturbed systems [12] .
An artificial neural network is a system of interconnected nonlinear nodes capable of modelling complex mapping between input and output data. A given map is formed by carefully adjusting the connection weights between the nodes during a training procedure. While neural networks have been used for various applications, most of them are in the form of softwares implemented in conventional computers. However, hardware realizations are highly sought for exploiting the added efficiency in overcoming the so-called von Neumann bottleneck inherent in neural networks. A major challenge in hardware implementations is controlling the large number of connections between the nodes in conventional neural network architectures [13] . Reservoir computing is an alternative architecture where the connections are taken fixed and random [14] , thus avoiding the overhead of controlling a large number of connections, while keeping its wide range of applications [15, 16] . Here, the fixed random network is known as the reservoir. As it is easier to engineer a fixed and random network than a well controlled one, reservoir computing is emerging as one of most successfully implemented neural networks in a variety of physical systems [17] [18] [19] . However, most of them are working in the classical domain aiming to boost classical information processing (even using quantum reservoirs [20] ). Recently, the idea of reservoir computing was brought to the quantum world for quantum information processing [21] . While some of these examples are capable of performing certain quantum information processing tasks, they are incapable of universal quantum computing.
In quantum computing, one of the most commonly used architectures is the quantum circuit model where an arbitrary quantum operation is decomposed with elementary quantum operations known as quantum gates [22] . While quantum computing has the promise to change the course of future computing, its realization requires precise engineering [23] , which has led to the developments of quantum computers with only limited number of qubits so far [24, 25] , while the actual number required for meaningful applications is orders of magnitude higher [26] . Currently, most hardware realizes quantum operations by applying several quantum gates in sequence. Although any quantum operation can be in principle obtained by applying gate combinations from a small set of universal quantum gates, long gate sequences require long operation time and lead to large errors. Alternatively, many frequently used elementary quantum operations can be obtained directly instead of obtaining them as combinations of a single set of universal gates. However, realising different types of operations has required different types of interaction between the qubits, which needs even more complex engineering limiting their scalability.
Here, we consider the reservoir computing framework as a basis for universal quantum computing. In reservoir computing, the reservoir is taken as a randomly connected network, which needs no optimisation itself and thus requires no precise engineering. Moreover, here we consider the connection between the nodes as basic quantum tunnelling as opposed to different types of interactions needed to achieve different quantum gates for conventional approaches. The only optimisation needed is in a control layer of connections (tunnelling amplitudes) between the qubits and the quantum reservoir, as described in Fig. 1 . As opposed to conventional quantum computers, here the qubits do not interact with each other directly and are only connected via the quantum reservoir through simple quantum tunnelling. We show that a single quantum reservoir can induce a wide variety of quantum operations on the qubits while we only control the tunnelling amplitudes to the reservoir. Moreover, we show that our scheme can directly induce non-unitary quantum operations, which can be helpful to simulate open quantum systems. Based on a fermionic path integral formalism we provide an effective picture for the dynamics of the qubits alone. This effective picture provides insight to the origin of the computational universality of our scheme.
FIG. 1:
The scheme for universal quantum computing based on a quantum reservoir neural network. In this framework, the network of randomly connected nodes driven with coherent excitation P is the so-called quantum reservoir. The qubits on which computation is performed are denoted by q k . Quantum operations on qubits q k are performed by coupling them through the reservoir. J kl represent a control layer of tunnelling amplitudes connecting the qubits to the quantum network.
The model:-Our considered scheme is described in Fig. 1 , where a quantum reservoir network is formed with a 2D lattice of fermions, which are interconnected via quantum tunnelling with random amplitudes and are excited with a classical field. The Fermi-Hubbard Hamiltonian representing the quantum reservoir network is given by,
distributed in the intervals [±E 0 ] and [±K 0 ], respectively. P is the amplitude of a uniform classical optical excitation (e.g., a laser).
This fermionic network interacts with a set of qubits to realize the universal quantum processor.
We consider that the qubits are independent and are connected to the quantum reservoir through quantum tunnelling with the amplitudes J kl between the qubit q k and the reservoir site l, such that the whole system is described by the Hamiltonian:
whereσ ± k =σ x k ± iσ y k withσ x k andσ y k being the Pauli-X and Y operators for the qubit q k . Note that the qubits do not directly interact with each other, but only with the quantum reservoir through quantum tunnelling. Here our proposition is to induce universal quantum operations on the qubits q k only with suitable tunnelling amplitudes J kl . The appropriate J kl are obtained by training. In training, we sample a set of pure input states for the qubits and compute fidelity of the states resulting from the reservoir computing to the ideal states obtained by applying a desired quantum operation. The optimization is performed using a hybrid genetic Nelder-Mead algorithm to set the tunnelling amplitudes J kl (more details are given in the Appendix). In practice, this procedure requires access to a set of ideal input-output state pairs, which can either be calculated theoretically or taken as a resource in an experimental setup. We allow J kl to be complex, for generality, however this is not strictly necessary for our scheme. Once J kl are optimized, the fidelity is retested with a different sample of input states.
The Fermi-Hubbard model represented by the HamiltonianĤ has efficiently been implemented using cold atoms in optical lattices [27] [28] [29] and is expected to be accessible in nonlinear cavity arrays [30, 31] , depending on the strongly interacting photon regime. Substantial progress has been made toward reaching this regime using a variety of systems, including Rydberg atoms in high quality factor cavities [32] , photonic crystal structures [33] , superconducting circuits [34] , excitonpolaritons [35] , and trion-polaritons [36, 37] . A variety of physical implementations of coupling of quantum emitters to waveguides [38] or resonators [39] have also been considered, where lattices of superconducting qubits [40] have been particularly successful. These classes of systems are typically described by the Jaynes-Cummings-Hubbard model [41, 42] where bosonic cavity modes are used to couple separated fermionic modes. In the limit that the cavity mode detuning is larger than the energy exchange between the bosons and fermions, the bosonic modes can be eliminated, returning to an effective Fermi-Hubbard model [43] .
Quantum operations:-Here we describe the protocol for inducing quantum operations on the qubits. An operation begins at time t = 0 with the initialization of qubits. We sample the initial states |ϕ in uniformly at random. We consider that the quantum reservoir network starts with the vacuum state |vac R . The evolution of the whole system is then allowed up to a time t = τ under the classical coherent excitation represented by P and the tunnelling amplitudes J kl obtained from training. We imagine that the evolution is enabled by pulses of duration τ controlling the excitation and the tunnelling amplitudes J kl . The evolution of the whole system is given by the unitary operationÛ = exp[−iĤτ / ]. The final state of the combined system is thus given by |Ψ out =Û |ϕ in ⊗ |vac R . Although the global operationÛ is unitary, the induced operation on the qubits is not necessarily unitary. This follows from the fact that during the evolution, quantum information can flow out from the qubits into the reservoir. The final state of the qubits is thus most generally represented by the density matrix
represents the partial trace that traces out the quantum reservoir. For each initial state we compute the fidelity given by the overlap of the ideal final quantum state |ϕ ideal =û q |ϕ in and the obtained state ρ q :
whereû q is the desired quantum operation for the qubits. We plot fidelity histograms to show that the realised gates are almost perfect for any input state.
For universal quantum computing, realizing a controlled-NOT (cNOT) gate together with certain single qubit gates is sufficient. However, here we show that the same quantum reservoir neural network can realize a range of different two-qubit gates, e.g., cNOT, controlled-Y (cY), controlled-Z (cZ) and SWAP (see Fig. 2 ). A specific gate operation is induced with well chosen tunnelling amplitudes J kl and the pulse duration τ . In Fig. 3 , we also demonstrate that high fidelity singlequbit gates are realized with a reservoir network consisting of only one node. These quantum gates and the two-qubit gates shown in Fig. 2 can perform any quantum operation.
Analysis and the effective picture:-This system is fundamentally different from the conventional schemes where operations between qubits are induced via direct interactions. Here, the interaction takes place through the quantum reservoir. Although the whole system comprising of the qubits and the quantum reservoir undergoes unitary evolution, the effective evolution of the qubits is not necessarily unitary. Here we use a path integral formalism to derive an effective picture for the qubits, which interact via the quantum network. The method follows a general prescription for a fermionic path integral given in [44, 45] . We briefly summarize the steps and results. We use Grassmann variables to express the Lagrangian of the combined system containing the reservoir Here we consider 6 fermions for the quantum reservoir. The fidelity distributions are obtained over 2000 uniformly at random generated states. The average fidelity for all gates are larger than 0.99, which is a standard parameter in process tomography. The considered parameters are presented in Table I in the Appendix. and the qubits. It turns out that the corresponding path-integral generating function is given by Gaussian integrals. By performing the integrals using a standard technique, the reservoir is eliminated to obtain an effective action representing only the qubits. In this effective picture, the qubits are coupled to each other with their individual energies and excitations. All these effective qubit parameters are shown to be controlled by only the tunnelling amplitudes J kl . Furthermore, it is
shown that different single-qubit gates can be obtained in an experiment-friendly way by tuning the phase and intensity of P . Finally, this also constitutes a proof that universal quantum computing is realizable just by tuning the tunnelling couplings to the reservoir.
Here we present the derivation of the effective picture using the fermionic path integral formalism.
We consider ξ l and η k as the Grassmann variables corresponding to the reservoir fermionsâ l and Hadamard, phase and π/8 gates. Here we find that a single fermionic node as the quantum reservoir is sufficient to induce the gates required for the computational universality. The average fidelity for all the single qubit gates are larger than 0.9984. The considered parameters are listed in Table II in the Appendix. qubits σ k , respectively. With these variables, we construct the Lagrangian for the system,
where the vectors η = (η 1 , η 2 , . . .
With this action we define the path integral generating function,
where the action S = τ 0 L dt, and Dλ represents the functional integral of the Grassmann variable λ. We find that the functional integrals over the reservoir variables ξ † l and ξ l are Gaussian integrals, which we can perform with standard techniques [45] . The resultant path integral can thus be expressed only with the qubit variables:
where the constant Z 0 = exp[Tr log(−iG −1 )] and the effective action describing the qubits is given by,
where the effective time-dependent parameters are given by,
We recognize from the effective action that P k (t), K k (t) and K kk ′ (t) represent an effective pump (coherent driving), onsite qubit energy, and the effective hopping between two qubits k and k ′ , for a-c respectively.
Time-independent limit:-Although the effective parameters P k (t), K k (t) and K kk ′ (t) are in general time-dependent, in the limit where the energies of the reservoir sites are much larger than any other energy scale in the system one can approximate the parameters to be time-independent.
In this limit, the Green's function G(t) ≈ −M −1 (note that the matrix M consists of the reservoir site energies and the hopping amplitudes) and thus,
In this regime, the system can be described by an effective Hamiltonian (identified from the action
In Fig. 4 , the comparison between the dynamics obtained from the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. 10 and the result from exact theory confirms the validity of the effective Hamiltonian picture. Note that while the validity of the effective Hamiltonian relies on the large reservoir energy compared to other energy scales, i.e., J kl and P k , the effective action given by Eq. 7 is exact. We now show how the quantum reservoir induces the universal gates in light of the effective picture.
Single-qubit gates:-The effective picture can directly explain the operating principle of the single qubit gates. With a single reservoir site, the effective Hamiltonian further simplifies tô
where P 1 = −J * 11 P 1 /E 1 , and K 1 = −|J 11 | 2 /E 1 . Indeed such a Hamiltonian can induce any single qubit gate. In the regime |K 1 /P 1 | = |J 11 /P 1 | ≫ 1 where the coupling between the qubit and the reservoir site J 11 is much larger than the pump strength P 1 , the effective Hamiltonian induces a Pauli-Z gate, which agrees exactly with our numerical finding. In the opposite regime |K 1 /P 1 | = |J 11 /P 1 | ≪ 1, the effective Hamiltonian induces either a Pauli-X or Y gate depending on the phase of the parameter P 1 , which depends on the phase of J * 11 P 1 . Note that the Hamiltonian depends on the phase of J * 11 P 1 and not individually on the phases of P 1 and J 11 . Here we have the freedom to consider one of them constant while tuning the other one to control the Hamiltonian.
Two-qubit gates:-Realising high fidelity two-qubit gates requires multiple quantum nodes in the reservoir. The effective action describing the full dynamics is given by Eq. 7 where the two qubits interact via an effective hopping term, with effective individual energies and excitations.
These effective properties of the qubits can be controlled by tuning the tunnelling couplings J kl .
As presented in Fig. 2 , the two-qubit operations are allowed by the quantum reservoir network, which induces an effective action for the qubits given by Eq. 7. In the limit where the effective parameters become time-independent, the dynamics of the qubits is well described by the effective Hamiltonian given by Eq. 10. Indeed this effective Hamiltonian can induce all the two-qubit gates considered in Fig. 2 when the effective parameters are appropriately chosen (details are presented in the Supplementary Information) . This shows that a quantum reservoir can induce two-qubit gates, e.g., cNOT, cY, cZ and SWAP, by only controlling the tunnelling amplitudes between the qubits and the quantum reservoir. Discussion:-We have presented a platform for universal quantum computing where an underlying set of quantum nodes connects computing qubits and a learning algorithm is used to adapt the system to a particular quantum operation. Several previous works have considered how quantum neural networks can enhance the efficiency of solving classical tasks [20, 46, 47] , while others have considered the use of assumed quantum computers [48] [49] [50] [51] and quantum annealers [52] in neuromorphic architectures. In contrast, here we imagine a neuromorphic architecture that can allow a set of quantum nodes to realize universal quantum computation. The learning of quantum operations from quantum networks has been considered before, based on nonlocal spin coupling [53] and adiabatic pulse control [54] . The advantage of the reservoir network architecture introduced here is that only quantum tunnelling is considered for network connections, which is readily acces-sible in many systems (e.g. photonics, polaritons, cold atoms, and trapped ions), and, that only a small subset of total network connection weights need to be controlled. We note that a very simple learning algorithm in the optimization of the tunnelling amplitudes was used. The application of more advanced evolutionary algorithms in quantum control would likely lead to improved results for our system [55] .
In general, the operations induced by the quantum reservoir on the qubits are nonunitary in nature. The signature of the nonunitary nature of the operation can be observed in the purity of the qubits. In Fig. 5 a, we show the purity of a qubit undergoing a quantum reservoir operation as a function of operation time. We find that the purity of the qubit oscillates and reaches 1 only at certain times. The effective operation on the qubit is thus unitary only at those times. The system can therefore implement non-unitary gates. For a demonstration we consider a Markovian dynamics for the qubit given by the master equation
Using the quantum reservoir, we obtain a non-unitary quantum operation equivalent to the same induced by the master equation of the qubit. In Fig. 5 b, we show the fidelity between the quantum states obtained from quantum reservoir processing and from solving the quantum master equation.
APPENDIX

Grassmann variable
A Grassmann variable λ satisfies λ 2 = 0. A general function f (λ) can be written as f (λ) = c 0 + c 1 λ as the higher power terms will be zero due to the property λ 2 = 0 (here c 0 and c 1 are ordinary numbers). An integral should satisfy,
where the integrals are performed in the whole space, and we made a change of variable λ → λ + λ ′ with λ ′ being a Grassmann constant. From this relation we find the integral properties: dλ = 0
and λdλ = 1.
The equations of motion can be obtained from the Euler-Lagrange equation:
which are identified to the Schrödinger equations for the fermionic field λ and the Lagrangian L.
Here we present the Gaussian path integrals used for obtaining the effective picture for the qubits only. In the path integral formalism, a generating function for a field λ is defined as,
where Dλ (and Dλ † ) is the path integral for the Grassmann variable λ (and λ † ), P represents a source term (pump), and H(λ † , λ) is the Hamiltonian function. For evaluating the Gaussian path integrals, we use the relation:
where A is a matrix, det[A] is its determinant. Also,
where A −1 is the inverse of the matrix A and B is a vector representing a source term.
Training
One of the main features of neural network frameworks is that they learn from examples without being told the specific rules of the task. Here we take advantage of this powerful feature and use it for realizing various quantum operations by training the quantum reservoir network. While in conventional approaches, different quantum gate operations require realizing different types of interactions between the qubits, here, the same quantum network is used to obtain different operations.
Given a quantum operationû q , that we want to realize, we consider a set of example quantum states |ϕ (j) in for the qubits for training. For each example quantum state |ϕ (j) in , we calculate the fidelity F j given by Eq. 3. We numerically maximize the average fidelitȳ
with optimal choice of tunnelling amplitudes J kl , where N is the number of quantum states in the training set. We empirically find that for two-qubit gate operation 10 randomly generated quantum states are sufficient for training.
Training of the quantum neural network is an optimization process. The average fidelityF (J kl )
is a nonlinear function of the tunnelling amplitudes J kl . For a small number of parameters J kl , a deterministic method such as the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm is sufficient to achieve the optimum condition. However, for large numbers of J kl , we use a stochastic genetic algorithm to find the optimum condition starting from a set of initial guesses, which approach the optimum point in a random process. 
where δ and f ran represent a mutation rate and a Gaussian random number, respectively. The process of natural selection is then repeated for the new generation until the optimum condition is found.
Parameters:-The considered parameters for obtaining the quantum gate operations are noted in tables I and II.
One-qubit gates
The setup:-Here we consider a special case where one input qubit interacts with a one-site reservoir (a fermion). The reservoir has an onsite energy E 1 , a coherent driving (pump) P , and 
with J 11 being the strength of the coupling term. Note that we have usedσ − 1 (â 1 ) as the annihilation operator of the input qubit (the reservoir site). Below we will present the working parameters for the dynamics of this system such that the evolution of the input qubit implements the X, Y, and Z gates given by the Pauli operatorŝ
respectively. We will present two regimes, namely the low and high reservoir energy limit, in which one can implement the one-qubit gates on the input qubit.
Low energy limit (E 1 ≪ |P |, J 11 ):-First of all, note that the most important component in the system is given by the hopping interaction between the input qubit and the reservoir. In particular, if one were to consider this term alone, the eigenstates and eigenvalues are given by {|00 , |11 , |ψ − , |ψ + } and {0, 0, −J 11 , J 11 }, respectively. We have used the Bell-state notation |ψ ± = (|01 ± |10 )/ √ 2. Therefore, one can see that, in the case of E 1 = |P | = 0, the evolution
which, at J 11 τ / = π + 2πn, reduces toÛ
where the subscript q (r) denotes the input qubit (the reservoir). This evolution executes the Z gate on the input qubit.
For the implementation of the X and Y gates, let us first note that if we consider only the pumping term of the reservoir, one can either have H ∝σ x r when the pump P is real or H ∝σ y r when the pump has a phase, in particular, P = |P | exp (±iπ/2). This allows the application of either the X or Y gate on the state of the reservoir at |P |τ / = π/2+ πn. In order to implement the gates on the state of the input qubit, let us consider the interaction J 11 in addition to the reservoir pumping term, and also assume the strength |P | ≫ J 11 . In this limit, one can confirm that the evolution operator of the system, at time J 11 τ / = π + 2πn, where n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , is given bŷ
U (τ ) = e −i(π/2+πn)σy q ⊗σ y r ,
if P is real and P = |P | exp (±iπ/2) is imaginary, respectively. These evolution operators realise the X (Eq. 22) and Y (Eq. 23) gates. Furthermore, the addition of the onsite energy, with E 1 ≪ |P |,
does not change the conclusion as it simply adds an overall phase to the gate.
In order to have control over the application of the gates above, one can consider a system in a regime where |P | ≫ J 11 ≫ E 1 . It is apparent that in this way, one can control (to some extent) or switch the gates by changing the pumping strength of the reservoir. In particular, the Z gate is realised when P = 0 (still in the regime J 11 ≫ E 1 ) whereas the X and Y gates are realised by having real P and imaginary P = |P | exp (±iπ/2), respectively. We note again that all the gates are achieved at J 11 τ / = π + 2πn.
High energy limit (E 1 ≫ |P |, J 11 ):-Now we present another set of working parameters in the limit where the energy of the reservoir site is much higher than the pumping and interaction terms, as illustrated in the main text. In this limit, one can simplify the expression of the unitary operator for the application of the X, Y, and Z gates.
The Z gate can be achieved without pumping. At times J 2 11 τ /(E 1 ) = π + 2πn, the evolution operator reduces to the expression written in Eq. (21) . On the other hand, one can achieve the X and Y gates by taking |P | ≫ J 11 . Indeed, one can confirm that the evolution at times J 11 P τ /(E 1 ) = π/2 + πn followsÛ
for real P and P = |P | exp (±iπ/2), respectively.
High energy limit and effective picture:-In the main text we have shown that the effective picture is indeed confirmed by numerical results from the dynamics of the bipartite Hamiltonian of Eq. (19) . In particular, both methods are shown to be in agreement in the high energy limit, as can be seen in Fig. 4 of the main text. For completeness, here we present other sets of parameters in which one can see when the approximations used start to show some difference, cf. Fig. 6 . One can see that the two methods are coinciding nicer for higher energy ratio, i.e., panels b, d, and f in Fig. 6 .
Two-qubit gates (via direct interactions)
The setup:-Consider two interacting two-level systems as in the effective picture discussed in the main text. Each qubit has an onsite energy E j , a coherent pumping P j , and no decay. Together with a hopping interaction term, one writes the Hamiltonian as
It will be shown below that this type of system is able to implement universal two-qubit gates on its initial state. We will start by presenting the working parameters for important gates, such as the square-root-swap (sSWAP), control-X (cNOT), control-Y (cY), control-Z (cZ), square-root-iSwap (siSWAP), and swap (SWAP). These gates are written as
respectively.
Simulations:-We performed a search algorithm realising the above two-qubit gates. Our numerical results show that all these gates can be achieved with gate fidelityF > 0.999, see Table   III for exemplary parameters. See Fig. 7 for a comparison of the high fidelity achieved with the search method for different gates. Note that genetic algorithms have been used for realisingÛ sSWAP , U cNOT ,Û cY , andÛ cZ . The parameters forÛ siSWAP andÛ sSWAP are not sensitive to small changes and therefore we did not perform precise search algorithms. Table III .
Universality:-We note that each of the two-qubit gates presented above, apart from the SWAP gate, combined with single-qubit gates form a universal set. In this way, they are equivalent to each other. As an example, we recall that the cNOT gate can be created, by the cY, cZ, sSWAP III: Exemplary parameters for the realisation of two-qubit gates. We have used τ = E 2 t/ . All the gates are achieved withF > 0.999 with N = 10 5 . Note that the parameters for theÛ siSWAP andÛ SWAP gates are not as sensitive as the others. Especially forÛ siSWAP , one gets very high fidelity in the limit E 1 = E 2 ≫ P 1 = P 2 , J.
Two-qubit Parameters
Gates or siSWAP gate with the help of single qubit gates as followŝ [R x (π/2) ⊗R x (−π/2)]Û siSWAP [R x (π) ⊗ 1 1] U siSWAP [R y (π/2) ⊗ 1 1] [Ẑ ⊗ 1 1] [X ⊗X] e iπ/4 .
Note that we have used the following single-qubit rotation matrices. 
Even though different gates can be constructed from specific combinations of a universal set of gates, it should be noted that the ability to directly construct the gate needed for a particular application will bring the highest efficiency in terms of operation time. Indeed the ability of the quantum reservoir neural network to learn to perform a whole range of different quantum gates is one of its advantages. 
